2020 Greenway Gala Watch Party
Thank You Sponsors

Celebrating our Donald B. Jones Conservation Award Recipients
Phyllis L. Marchand and John Rassweiler, Ph.D.

and

Special Community Conservation Award Recipients
The Family and Friends of Michael “Iron Mike” Snyder

 planta

Phyllis L. Marchand
and
John Rassweiler, Ph.D.

special community conservation award recipients
The family and friends of Michael “iron mike” snyder

Treetops Match Challenge
Vanessa Sandom and Carl Seiden

Tall Tree Protectors
Thomas and Lynn Ebeling
Derek and Diana Lidow
Liza and Sky Morehouse
Grant and Wendy Kvalheim
William and Geniva Martin
Joan, Ralph and Jennifer Widner

trail blazers
Michael Bramnick and
Susan Weintraub
Mary Lou Hartman
William Lifschutz
Clifford and Marilyn Rassweiler
Janet Rassweiler
John T. Rassweiler

habitat builders
Michael Camp
Victory and Ted Chase
Chris Coucill and Liz Filo
Emily and Johan Firmenich
Rachel Grey and Joel Studebaker
Phyllis Frakt and Alan Hershey
Diana and Adrian Huns
Stephanie Jones
Bridgette and Michael Kunst
Karen Linder and Michael Brill
Cate and Jim Litvack
Charles and Sharyn Magee
Eve Coulson and Nelson Obus
Adrienne Rodewald
Gerald and Joan Ruderman
Brinton and Nicole Sheetz Frith
Barbara Snyder
Ann and Austin Starkey
Susan and Danny Stern
Penny and Ted Thomas
Michael Dawson and Robert Tomaselli
Katharine Van Brush
Jack and Happy Wallace
Fong and Teddi Wei

preservationists
Adele Agin
James Andrews and Amy Pearlmutter
Christopher Barr and Patricia Shanley
Richard Bilotti and Katherine Hatton
Lilian Grosz
Helge Staby Deaton
Flip and Nancy Faherty
Carol and Richard Hanson
John and Margee Harper
Ellen and Harry Levine
Stephen and Linda Mead
Gary and Pam Mount
Jeanne Perantoni
Will and Nancy Robins
Janice S. Roddenbery
Sandra Simpson
Dorothy Shepard
Melanie H. Stein
James and Cathy Straus
Daphne Townsend